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1 Introduction
Asymptotically-free gauge theories show various phases depending on the matter contents,
the (global) structure of the gauge groups, spacetime dimensions, temperature and so
on. It is usually dicult to exactly analyze the low-energy dynamics since it is strongly-
coupled. In order to extract some analytic results, supersymmetry is a very useful tool.
Non-renormalization theorems and holomorphy strongly constrain the SUSY dynamics and
enable us to derive exact results [1{3]. For theories with four supercharges, supersymmetry
can determine an exact form of the superpotential and we can nd a quantum moduli space
of vacua. In this paper, we are interested in low-energy dynamics of the supersymmetric
Spin(7) gauge theories.
In four spacetime dimensions, N = 1 Spin(N) gauge theories with vector matters and
with various spinor matters were extensively studied (see [4{15]). For particular matter con-
tents, the theories conne and the low-energy eective description has no gauge-interaction.
For more general matter contents, we sometimes nd the Seiberg dual descriptions which
are the \chiral" theories and phenomenologically interesting. In three spacetime dimen-
sions, the corresponding Spin(N) gauge theories are not well-studied. In [16] (see also [17]),
the 3d N = 2 Spin(N) guage theory with Nf vector matters was investigated and its
Seiberg duality was proposed by dimensionally reducing the 4d Seiberg duality. However
the Spin(N) gauge theories with spinor matters are not studied at all.
In this paper, we study the quantum aspects of the 3d N = 2 Spin(7) gauge theories
with spinorial and vectorial matters. Especially we will nd new s-connement phases
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Spin(7) SU(NS) U(1) U(1)R U(1)
new
R
S 2N = 8 1 RS 1  5NS
 Adj: 1 0 1 1
 := bNS 1 1 2NS 2NS(RS   1) + 10 0
MSS := SS 1 2 2RS 2  10NS
BS := S
4 1 4 4RS 4  20NS
Table 1. Quantum numbers for 4d N = 1 Spin(7) theories.
for these theories and derive exact superpotentials which govern the conned phases. In
order to verify the consistency of our analysis, we compute superconformal indices for these
theories and for the dual (conned) descriptions. We will observe a complete agreement
of the indices. As another check of our ndings, we also test the various Higgs branch.
Along the Higgs branch we nd the s-connement description of the 3d N = 2 G2 or SU(4)
gauge theories with various matters. For the G2 Higgs branch, we will reproduce the same
superpotential discussed in [18]. Along the SU(4) Higgs branch, we reproduce the known
s-connement phases and also nd new s-connement phases for the 3d N = 2 SU(4) gauge
theories with anti-symmetric matters. We also discuss the connection to the 4d N = 1
Spin(7) gauge theories by incorporating the KK-monopoles.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we will briey review the 4d N = 1
Spin(7) gauge theories with spinorial matters. In section 3, the Coulomb branch of the
Spin(7) vector multiplet is (semi-)classically studied. In section 4, a 3d N = 2 Spin(7)
gauge theory with matters in a spinorial representation is investigated. We also compute
the superconformal indices. In section 5, we study the Spin(7) theory with spinor and vector
matters with special attention to the s-connement phases. In section 6, we summarize
our results and comment on possible future directions.
2 Review of 4d N = 1 Spin(7) gauge theories
In this section, we will briey review the dynamics of the 4d N = 1 Spin(7) gauge theories
with spinorial matters. Table 1 shows the matter contents and their quantum numbers.
Due to the chiral anomalies in 4d, U(1) and U(1)R global symmetries are anomalous and
then we have to combine them into a new U(1)R symmetry
U(1)newR = U(1)
old
R  

RS   1 + 5
NS

U(1): (2.1)
In this paper, we are interested in the 3d theories and these U(1) symmetries are not
anomalous. Hence we will use spurious charge assignment also in 4d.
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In table 1,  is a dynamical scale of the Spin(7) gauge group and b is a coecient of
the one-loop beta function, which is given by
 =   g
3
162
b; b = 15 NS : (2.2)
Quantum dynamics depends on the number of spinor multiplets. We simply enumerate
the results and give some comments. For NS  3, we only need the gauge invariant
MSS in order to describe the Higgs branch. The superpotential to govern the low-energy
dynamics is
WNS3 =


detMSS
 1
5 NS
(NS  3): (2.3)
From the superpotential, there is no stable SUSY vacuum. At generic points of the moduli
space, the gauge group is maximally broken to SU(2). The gaugino condensation of the
remaining SU(2) generates this superpotential.
For NS = 4, we need also the baryonic operator BS . At generic points of the moduli
space, the gauge group is now completely broken and thus we can reliably use the instanton
calculation. One-instanton congurations generate
WNS=4 =

detMSS  B2S
: (2.4)
For NS = 5, the Higgs branch coordinates MSS and BS need one constraint between
them. The classical constraint is modied quantum-mechanically and realized by using the
Lagrange multiplier X as
WNS=5 = X
 
detMSS  MijBiBj   

: (2.5)
For NS = 6, the quantum moduli space is the same as the classical one. The classical
constraints between the Higgs branch coordinates are depicted as
WNS=6 =
1


detM  MikMjlBijBkl   Pf B

: (2.6)
For the 4d N = 1 Spin(7) gauge theory with spinors and vectors, we will not review it here
and see [5, 15].
3 Coulomb branch and monopole operators
In this section, we will dene the (semi-)classical Coulomb branch coordinates which cor-
respond to the monopoles with a magnetic charge gi = ~

i  ~H, where ~i is a simple root
and ~i denotes a dual root
2~
~2
. ~H is a Cartan subalgebra. The Coulomb branch operators
parametrize the at directions of the scalar elds from the vector superelds. The adjoint
scalar eld in a vector supereld is dened as
 :=
 
rX
i=1
i~

i
!
 ~H; (3.1)
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where we used the gauge transformation and diagonalized the adjoint scalar into the Cartan
part. In this notation, the weyl chamber is given by
rX
j=1
Aijj  0 (for each i) (3.2)
where Aij := ~i  ~j is a Cartan matrix. The Coulomb brach coordinate for each simple
root is equivalent to the on-shell action of each monopole, which is given by
Vk := exp
"
rX
i=1
~k  ~ii
#
; (3.3)
where we omitted the normalization of the action. Rigorously speaking, the Coulomb
branch operator includes the dual photon which is a dualized scalar from the U(1) photon.
Here we omitted it for simplicity since the dual photon dependence is easily restored.
Since the Coulomb branch coordinates are originally the member of the vector su-
pereld, it is neutral under the avor symmetries. However, the zero-modes around the
monopole background spontaneously break the avor symmetries. As a result, the Coulomb
branch operators have non-trivial charges under the non-linearly realized avor symme-
tries [19] which is the mixing between the original avor symmetries and the topological
U(1) symmetry. The magnitude of the mixing is related to the number of the fermion
zero-modes. Hence we need to calculate the zero-modes around the monopole background
by employing the Callias index theorem [20{22].
The Callias index theorem claims that the number of fermion zero-modes is obtained
by the following formula
N =
X
w
1
2
sign(w())w(g); (3.4)
where the summation is taken over all the weight of the matters and g is a magnetic charge
of the monopole which we consider.  is an adjoint scalar eld in the vector multiplet.
Let us consider the classical Coulomb branch of a 3d N = 2 Spin(7) gauge theory. In
our notation, the Weyl chamber which we chose is dened by
21   2  0 (3.5)
 1 + 22   23  0 (3.6)
 2 + 23  0: (3.7)
In order to simplify the Weyl chamber, we sometimes change the variables as
1 =: 1 (3.8)
2 =: 1 + 2 (3.9)
3 =:
1
2
(1 + 2 + 3): (3.10)
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adjoint vector spinor
Y1 2 0 1 + sign(1   3)
Y2 2 0 0
Y3 2 2 1  sign(1   3)
Z := Y1Y
2
2 Y3 8 2 2
Y :=
p
Y1Z (1 > 3) 5 1 2
Yspin := Y1Z (1 > 3) 10 2 4
Table 2. Fermion zero-modes.
In this redenition, the Weyl chamber is simplied to
1  2  3  0: (3.11)
The Coulomb branch operators are dened as
Y1 ' exp[21   2] = exp[1   2] (3.12)
Y2 ' exp[ 1 + 22   23] = exp[2   3] (3.13)
Y3 ' exp[ 22 + 43] = exp[23] (3.14)
Z := Y1Y
2
2 Y3 ' exp[2] = exp[1 + 2] (3.15)
Y :=
p
Y1Z ' exp[1] = exp[1]; Yspin := Y1Z (3.16)
where Z corresponds to a lowest co-root and plays an important role when we study the
connection between 3d and 4d theories. Y and Yspin were dened in [16, 17], which are the
globally dened Coulomb branch coordinates for the 3d N = 2 O(N) or Spin(N) gauge
theories with vectorial matters. By using the Callias index theorem, one can compute
the fermion zero-modes around each magnetic monopole. Table 2 summarizes the fermion
zero-modes for each operator. Notice that we have to divide the Weyl chamber further into
two regions depending on the sign of 1   3 for the spinor zero-modes.
For the 3d N = 2 pure Spin(7) theory without matters, all the Coulomb branch op-
erators Yi get two gaugino zero-modes. Thus we have the non-perturbative superpotential
like 1Yi and there is no stable SUSY vacuum.
When we turn on the matters in a vectorial representation, Y3 gets additional zero-
modes from the vectorial fermions and W = 1Y3 is not allowed. As a result, one dimensional
Coulomb branch would remain as the (quantum) moduli space. For an (S)O(7) case with
vector matters [17], Y is a globally dened one-dimensional Coulomb branch operator.
For a Spin(7) theory with vectorial matters the correct coordinate is Yspin [16]. In these
theories, Z appears when we put the corresponding 4d theories on a circle.
Let us next consider the Spin(7) theory with spinorial matters. For 1 > 3, Y1 has
zero-modes from the spinor in addition to the gaugino zero-modes. Thus, it is expected
that Y1 is not lifted and that there is a one-dimensional Coulomb branch for 1 > 3. The
same argument would be available also for 1 < 3 and Y3 is un-lifted. In this theory, we
need one globally dened coordinate and we will use Z for parametrizing it.
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When both the vectors and the spinors are added into the Spin(7) theory, the Coulomb
branch becomes more complicated. For 1 > 3, Y1 and Y3 have more than two fermion
zero-modes. Hence they are not lifted while Y2 is still lifted via the monopole superpotential.
For 1 < 3, only Y3 has more than two zero-modes and Y1;2 are lifted. We therefore need
to introduce two coordinates for the description of the (semi-)classical Coulomb moduli.
We expect that one of them would be the operator Z. This is because the zero-mode of
Z does not depend on the sign of 1   3 so that Z would be globally dened on the
whole Coulomb branch. The other one would be described by Y or Yspin. Notice that this
analysis is completely (semi-)classical. Therefore the quantum eects might modify these
pictures. In fact we will see that the 3d N = 2 Spin(7) gauge theories with Nf vectors and
NS spinors sometimes show the one-dimensional Coulomb branch.
4 3d N = 2 Spin(7) theories with spinorial matters
In a previous section, we studied the (semi-)classical Coulomb branch of the Spin(7) theory.
Here we examine the quantum aspects of the Spin(7) Coulomb branch. Let us start with the
3d N = 2 Spin(7) gauge theory with spinorial matters. The Higgs branch is parametrized
by a meson MSS := SS for NS  3. The baryonic operator BS := S4 is also necessary
for NS  4. The matter contents and their quantum numbers are summarized in table 3.
The table also includes the dynamical scale  of the 4d gauge coupling. Since the U(1)
symmetries are anomalous in 4d due to the chiral anomalies, the dynamical scale is charged
under the U(1) symmetries. For the Coulomb branch, we predict that Z is a correct
monopole operator.
For any NS , the superpotential W = Z is available, which is dynamically gener-
ated from the KK-monopole and necessary when connecting the 3d theory to the 4d the-
ory. From table 3, we nd that the following superpotentials are consistent with all the
symmetries.
WNS3 =

1
Z detMSS
 1
4 NS
(4.1)
WNS=4 = X

Z(detMSS  B2S)  1

(4.2)
WNS=5 = Z

det MSS  BiSBjSMSS;ij

(4.3)
Consequently, there is no stable SUSY vacuum for NS  3. The Higgs and Coulomb
branches are quantum-mechanically merged for NS = 4. The large values of the Higgs
branch is connected to the small value of the Coulomb branch. Importantly the origin of
the moduli space is not a vacuum. For NS = 5, the theory is s-conning, where the origin
belongs to the vacua. For NS  6 we have no simple superpotential. In what follows,
we will verify our superpotentials above in various ways. It is easy to check the parity
anomaly matching for NS = 5. The UV and IR descriptions produce the same anomalies.
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Spin(7) SU(NS) U(1)S U(1)R
S 2N = 8 1 RS
 Adj: 1 0 1
 = bNf ;NS 1 1 2NS 2NS(RS   1) + 10
MSS := SS 1 2 2RS
BS := S
4 1 4 4RS
Y1 1 1  NS(1 + sign(1   3))  2 NS(RS   1)(1 + sign(1   3))
Y2 1 1 0  2
Y3 1 1  NS(1  sign(1   3))  2 NS(RS   1)(1  sign(1   3))
Z := Y1Y
2
2 Y3 1 1  2NS  8  2NS(RS   1)
Table 3. Quantum numbers for 3d N = 2 Spin(7) with NS spinors.
By adding the term Z from the KK-monopole, the 4d superpotentials
W S1R3NS3 =

1
Z detMSS
 1
4 NS
+ Z  ! W 4dNS3 =


det MSS
 1
5 Ns
(4.4)
W S1R3NS=4 = X

Z(detMSS  B2S)  1

+ Z  ! W 4dNS=4 =

det MSS  B2S
(4.5)
W S1R3NS=5 = Z

det MSS  BiSBjSMSS;ij

+ Z
 ! W 4dNS=5 = X
h
det MSS  BiSBjSMSS;ij   
i
(4.6)
are correctly reproduced.
Next let us introduce a complex mass deformation. We restrict ourself to the case with
NS = 5 and introduce a complex mass to the last avor. By integrating out the massive
modes, we arrive at the quantum constraint for NS = 4 as follows.
W = WNS=5 +mMSS;55 !
8>><>>:
BiS = 0 (i = 1; 2; 3; 4)
MSS;i5 = 0 (i = 1; 2; 3; 4)
m = Z(det M^SS  B5SB5S)
(4.7)
We can also test the Higgs branch. When a spinor gets a vev hMSS;NSNS i = v2,
the theory ows to the 3d N = 2 G2 gauge theory with NS   1 fundamentals [18]. The
superpotential above correctly explains this ow. For NS = 5, we need the following
identication between the Spin(7) and G2 moduli coordinates.
MSS;ij =: M
G2
ij (i; j = 1;    ; 4) (4.8)
BiS =: vB
i
G2 (i = 1;    ; 4); B5S = FG2 (4.9)
The superpotential reduces to
W = v2Z

det MG2  BiG2MG2ij BjG2   F 2G2

=: ZG2

det MG2  BiG2MG2ij BjG2   F 2G2

;
(4.10)
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where we absorbed the vev into the monopole operator. This superpotential was rst
obtained in [18]. The similar argument can be applied also for NS  4 and the G2 super-
potentials are reproduced.
Along the Coulomb branch hZi 6= 0, the gauge group is spontaneously broken to
Spin(3)  U(2) whose non-abelian part can be regarded as Spin(4) = SU(2)  SU(2).
The classical analysis shows that one can still turn on the Higgs expectation values of
rank hMSSi  4 in addition to hZi 6= 0. We can easily derive the same result from our
superpotential (4.3) by solving the F-term atness conditions. The atness conditions
for BS and MSS are consistent with each other only if rank hMSSi  4. The constraint
between BS and MSS is reproduced from the equation of motion for Z.
Finally we briey discuss the theory with NS  6. In this case one cannot write
down the superpotential. From the analysis of the semi-classical Coulomb branch, it is
expected that the Coulomb branch is still one-dimensional (it is labeled by Z) and that
the quantum moduli space would be identical to the (semi-)classical one. If the fractional
power in a superpotential is allowed, one can still write down the \eective" superpotential.
For NS = 6, the superpotential
WNS=6 =

Z
 
detMSS  M2SSB2S   Pf BS
 1
2 (4.11)
is consistent with all the symmetries. By adding a term Z, the 4d result (2.6) is repro-
duced. However, the fractional power leads to the branch-cut singularities on the origin of
the moduli space and we have to introduce new massless degrees of freedom along the sin-
gularities. Presumably, some Seiberg dual descriptions would explain these massless modes
and a certain superconformal xed point is realized on the origin of the moduli space. We
don't discuss it further in this paper and will tackle with this problem elsewhere.
4.1 Superconformal indices
Since the Spin(7) theory with ve spinors exhibits the s-connement phase, the super-
conformal index is simple enough and it is computed from the dual side. This would be
another check of our analysis. For the denitions of the superconformal indices, see for
example [23{30]. The index on the dual side has the contributions from the meson MSS;ij ,
the baryon BiS and the Coulomb branch operator Z. We set RS =
1
8 for simplicity and use
a fugacity u for the global U(1)S symmetry which rotates the spinor. The full index (or
the index of the dual description) becomes
INS=5magnetic=1+15u
2x1=4+125u4
p
x+

1
u10
+755u6

x3=4+

3675u8+
15
u8

x+

15252u10+
125
u6

x5=4
+

1
u20
+55880u12+
750
u4

x3=2+5

37004u14+
717
u2
+
3
u18

x7=4+

562985u16+
125
u16
+14402

x2
+

1
u30
+1594185u18+
750
u14
+50245u2

x9=4+

4241879u20+155550u4+
3585
u12
+
15
u28

x5=2
+

10688125u22+433550u6+
14403
u10
+
125
u26

x11=4
+

1
u40
+25661515u24+
750
u24
+1097955u8+
50270
u8

x3+   (4.12)
We will briey explain the low-lying operators below.
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 The rst term is an identity operator.
 The second term 15u2x1=4 is identied with a meson contribution MSS;ij which has
15 independent components.
 The third term 125u4px consists of two operators. One is a baryonic opera-
tor BiS which contributes to the index as 5u
4x1=2 and the other is a square of
the mesons MSS 
 MSS , whose avor indices are symmetrized. Thus we have
15 15jsymmetric part = 120 = 50+ 700 in an SU(5) notation.
 The fourth term   1
u10
+ 755u6

x3=4 contains the monopole operator which is denoted
by Z. The remaining parts are the symmetric products of the Higgs branch operators,
M3SS and MSSBS .
 The higher order contributions are recognized as composite operators of MSS ; BS
and Z by properly symmetrizing the avor indices.
Let us move on to the electric side. The index on the electric side is decomposed into
the index for each GNO charge (m1;m2;m3); mi 2 Z=2. Since we now discuss the Spin(7)
gauge group, we have to sum up only the sectors with m1 + m2 + m3 2 Z [16]. We need
to consider the GNO charges (0; 0; 0);
 
1
2 ;
1
2 ; 0

; (1; 1; 0) ;
 
3
2 ;
3
2 ; 0

and (2; 2; 0) up to O(x3).
The index with zero GNO charge becomes
I
(0;0;0)
electric=1+15u
2x1=4+125u4
p
x+755u6x3=4+3675u8x+15252u10x5=4+55880u12x3=2+185020u14x7=4
+
 
562985u16 25x2+ 1594185u18 400u2x9=4+ 4241879u20 3450u4x5=2
+
 
10688125u22 21200u6x11=4+ 25661515u24 103775u8x3+   : (4.13)
The rst term is an identity operator and regarded as the state j0; 0; 0i. Since the gauge
group is not broken in this sector, we can freely act the Higgs branch operators on the
state j0; 0; 0i. For example, 15u2x1=4 is identied with MSS;ij j0; 0; 0i. Next let us study
the sectors with non-zero GNO charges.
I
( 12 ;
1
2
;0)
eletric =
x3=4
u10
+
15x
u8
+
125x5=4
u6
+
750x3=2
u4
+
3585x7=4
u2
+14427x2+50645u2x9=4
+159000u4x5=2+

454750u6  24
u10

x11=4+
5
 
240346u16 75x3
u8
+   (4.14)
I
(1;1;0)
electric =
x3=2
u20
+
15x7=4
u18
+
125x2
u16
+
750x9=4
u14
+
3585x5=2
u12
+
14427x11=4
u10
+
50645x3
u8
+   (4.15)
I
( 32 ;
3
2
;0)
electric =
x9=4
u30
+
15x5=2
u28
+
125x11=4
u26
+
750x3
u24
+   ; I(2;2;0)electric =
x3
u40
+   (4.16)
The sector with a GNO charge
 
1
2 ;
1
2 ; 0

contains the monopole operator. The rst term
x3=4
u10
is Z (see table 3) and the corresponding state is expressed as j12 ; 12 ; 0i. The proceeding
two terms 15x
u8
+ 125x
5=4
u6
are MSS j12 ; 12 ; 0i and (M2SS + BS) j12 ; 12 ; 0i respectively. The term
750x3=2
u4
needs some explanation. The GNO charge assignment
 
1
2 ;
1
2 ; 0

breaks the gauge
group to Spin(3)  SU(2)  U(1). The spinor reduces to (2;2)0 where we omitted the
charged elds since we cannot act the charged elds on j12 ; 12 ; 0i a la [29]. Therefore we
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cannot totally anti-symmetrize the SU(5) avor indices of the reduced spinors (fourth-
order anti-symmetrization is still allowed). Therefore, in the product MSS  BS = 15 

5 = 5 + 70, we have to discard the 5 representation. As a result, 750x
3=2
u4
is regarded as
(M3SS + MSSBS) j12 ; 12 ; 0i. The similar argument is available for higher order terms. By
summing up these indices, we observe the complete agreement between the electric and
magnetic sides.
5 3d N = 2 Spin(7) with vector and spinor matters
Let us next study the 3d N = 2 Spin(7) gauge theory with Nf vector matters and with
NS spinor maters. From the analysis in section 3, one might expect that the quantum
Coulomb branch is two-dimensional. However the previous argument was semi-classical
and it would be generally modied. In fact, we will see that the dimension of the Coulomb
branch extremely depends on the matter contents. In this section, we are mostly inter-
ested in s-connement phases. We will nd the s-conning descriptions for (Nf ; NS) =
(0; 5); (1; 4); (2; 3); (3; 2) and (4; 1). Since we have already discussed the (Nf ; NS) = (0; 5)
case, we start with (Nf ; NS) = (1; 4). The dynamics for the theories with fewer matters
can be obtained from the s-connement description by integrating out massive elds.
5.1 (Nf ; NS) = (1; 4)
From the (semi-)classical analysis of the Coulomb branch operators for the simple roots, the
Coulomb moduli should be divided into two parts depending on the sign of 1   3. Thus
we expected that two (quantum) Coulomb moduli Z and Y (or Z and Yspin) are necessary.
However, in this phase with (Nf ; NS) = (1; 4), we can relate these two coordinates by
acting the Higgs branch coordinates on the monopole operator. For example, Y has the
same quantum numbers as Z2(B0SP 2A;1+MQQBSB0S) with some numerical coecients
 and . The deep reason behind this identication is unclear, but it is allowed at least from
a symmetry argument. We predict that the (quantum) Coulomb branch is described by a
single Z coordinate. The validity of this prediction can be checked via various deformations
and the superconformal indices below.
For the description of the Higgs branch, we dene following operators.
MQQ := QQ; MSS := S
2 (5.1)
PA1 := SQS; BS := S
4; B0S := S
4Q (5.2)
We listed the quantum numbers of the matter contents and of the moduli coordinates in
table 4. From the table, one can write down the superpotential
W = Z

MQQ(det MSS  B2S) +B02S +BSP 2A1 +M2SSP 2A1

+ Z; (5.3)
where the last term is generated by a KK-monopole and absent in a 3d limit. By integrating
out the Coulomb branch, we obtain a quantum constraint in 4d. This IR description gives
the same parity anomalies as the UV theory. In addition, we cannot satisfy the parity
anomaly matching if we introduce two Coulomb branch operators. This is a rst non-
trivial check of our prediction.
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Spin(7) SU(4) U(1)Q U(1)S U(1)R
Q 1 1 0 Rf
S 2N = 8 0 1 RS
 Adj: 1 0 0 1
 = bNf ;NS 1 1 2 8 2(Rf   1) + 8(RS   1) + 10 = 2Rf + 8RS
MQQ := QQ 1 1 2 0 2Rf
MSS := SS 1 0 2 2RS
BS := S
4 1 1 0 4 4RS
B0S := S
4Q 1 1 1 4 Rf + 4RS
PA1 := SQS 1 1 2 Rf + 2RS
Z := Y1Y
2
2 Y3 1 1  2  8  8  8(RS   1)  2(Rf   1) = 2  2Rf   8RS
Y :=
p
Y1Z (1  3) 1 1  1  8  5  (Rf   1)  8(RS   1) = 4 Rf   8RS
Yspin := Y
2
1 Y
2
2 Y3 (1  3) 1 1  2  16  10  2(Rf   1)  16(RS   1) = 8  2Rf   16RS
Table 4. Quantum numbers for (Nf ; NS) = (1; 4).
In order to test the superpotential above, let us consider various directions of the Higgs
branch, which would justify our analysis. First, we consider introducing the vectorial vev
hMQQi = v2 which breaks the Spin(7) group to Spin(6) = SU(4). The low-energy theory is
a 3d N = 2 SU(4) gauge theory with four avors in a (anti-)fundamental representation,
which is s-conning [31]. Since the global symmetries are enhanced to SU(4)  SU(4) in
the low-energy limit, we have to rename and decompose the elds as
MSS;ij =: M
j
i +M
i
j (i; j = 1;    ; 4) (5.4)
BS =:
v
4
(B + B); B0S =:
v
4
(B   B) (5.5)
PA1 =: v(M
j
i  M ij); (5.6)
where M ji is regarded as a meson and B;
B are (anti-)baryonic operators in the SU(4) the-
ory. By absorbing the vev into the redinition of the monopole operator, the superpotential
reduces to
W = v2Z

detM  B B =: YSU(4) detM  B B ; (5.7)
which is precisely the superpotential of the 3d N = 2 SU(4) theory with four avors [31].
Next, let us focus on the G2 direction of the Higgs branch, which is achieved by
introducing a vev for a single spinorial eld as hMSS;44i = v2. The low-energy theory
becomes a 3d N = 2 G2 gauge theory with four fundamental matters, which is again s-
conning [18]. Although the vev breaks the global SU(4) symmetry to SU(3), we again
have the enhanced SU(4) symmetry at the low-energy limit since the vector and the spinors
become the same representation in G2. We need the following identication between the
Spin(7) and G2 moduli coordinates.
MSS;ij =: M
G2
ij (i; j = 1; 2; 3); MQQ =: M
G2
44 (5.8)
BS =: vB
4
G2 ; B
0
S =: vF (5.9)
ijkPA1;jk =: B
i
G2 ; PA1;i4 =: vM
G2
i;4 (i; j; k = 1; 2; 3) (5.10)
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The superpotential reduces to
W = v2Z

detMG2 + F 2 +BaMabB
c

:= ZG2

detMG2 + F 2 +BaMabB
c

; (5.11)
which is the superpotential observed in [18].
We can also consider a complex mass deformation for a vectorial matter. By introduc-
ing the mass term mMQQ, we nd that B
0
S and PA;1 are integrated out. The equation of
motion for MQQ leads to a quantum constraint
m+ Z(det MSS  B2S) = 0; (5.12)
which was observed in a previous section with NS = 4.
Superconformal indices. As an additional test of our analysis, we compute the super-
conformal index of the 3d N = 2 Spin(7) theory with (Nf ; NS) = (1; 4). Since the theory
is s-conning, the dual description does not contain any gauge group. The index on the
dual side is
Idual
=1+x1=4
 
t2+10u2

+6tu2x3=8+
p
x
 
t4+10t2u2+56u4

+x5=8
 
6t3u2+61tu4

+x3=4

t6+10t4u2+
1
t2u8
+77t2u4+230u6

+x7=8
 
6t5u2+61t3u4+346tu6

+x

t8+10t6u2+77t4u4+446t2u6+
10
t2u6
+771u8+
1
u8

+x9=8

6t7u2+61t5u4+402t3u6+1436tu8+
6
tu6

+x5=4

t10+10t8u2+77t6u4+446t4u6+2007t2u8+
t2
u8
+
56
t2u4
+2232u10+
10
u6

+x11=8

6t9u2+61t7u4+402t5u6+2017t3u8+4856tu10+
6t
u6
+
60
tu4

+x3=2

t12+10t10u2+77t8u4+446t6u6+
1
t4u16
+2133t4u8+
t4
u8
+7398t2u10+
10t2
u6
+
230
t2u2
+5776u12+
76
u4

+   ; (5.13)
where we set Rf = RS =
1
8 for simplicity. t and u are the fugacities for the U(1)Q and
U(1)S symmetries respectively. The magnetic index has the contributions from MQQ, MSS ,
BS , B
0
S ; PA1 and Z.
For the index on the electric side, we have to sum up the indices from the GNO charges
(0; 0; 0);
 
1
2 ;
1
2 ; 0

and (1; 1; 0) up to O(x3=2). Remember that the GNO charge (m1;m2;m3)
must satisfy the relation
P
mi 2 Z. The electric indices are
I
(0;0;0)
electric=1+x
1=4  t2+10u2+6tu2x3=8+px t4+10t2u2+56u4+x5=8  6t3u2+61tu4
+x3=4
 
t6+10t4u2+77t2u4+230u6

+x7=8
 
6t5u2+61t3u4+346tu6

+x
 
t8+10t6u2+77t4u4+446t2u6+771u8

+x9=8
 
6t7u2+61t5u4+402t3u6+1436tu8

+x5=4
 
t10+10t8u2+77t6u4+446t4u6+2007t2u8+2232u10

+x11=8
 
6t9u2+61t7u4+402t5u6+2017t3u8+4856tu10

+x3=2
 
t12+10t10u2+77t8u4+446t6u6+2133t4u8+7398t2u10+5776u12

+   (5.14)
I
( 12 ;
1
2
;0)
electric =
x3=4
t2u8
+x

10
t2u6
+
1
u8

+
6x9=8
tu6
+x5=4

t2
u8
+
56
t2u4
+
10
u6

+x11=8

6t
u6
+
60
tu4

+x3=2

t4
u8
+
10t2
u6
+
230
t2u2
+
76
u4

+   (5.15)
I
(1;1;0)
electric=
x3=2
t4u16
+   (5.16)
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Spin(7) SU(2) SU(3) U(1)Q U(1)S U(1)R
Q 1 1 0 Rf
S 2N = 8 1 0 1 RS
 Adj: 1 1 0 0 1
 = bNf ;NS 1 1 1 4 6 4(Rf   1) + 6(RS   1) + 10
MQQ := QQ 1 1 2 0 2Rf
MSS := SS 1 1 0 2 2RS
PA1 := SQS 1 1 2 Rf + 2RQ
PA2 := SQ
2S 1 1 2 2 2Rf + 2RS
Z := Y1Y
2
2 Y3 1 1 1  4  6  8  4(Rf   1)  6(RS   1) = 2  4Rf   6RS
Yspin := Y
2
1 Y
2
2 Y3 (1  3) 1 1 1  4  12  10  4(Rf   1)  12(RS   1) = 6  4Rf   12RS
Table 5. Quantum numbers for (Nf ; NS) = (2; 3).
From the sector with zero GNO charge, we can read o the Higgs branch operators. The
second term x1=4
 
t2 + 10u2

represents the mesonic operators MQQ and MSS;ij . The third
term 6tu2x3=8 corresponds to PA1;ij . The baryonic operators BS and B
0
S are represented
as u4x1=2 and tu4x5=8 respectively. The higher order terms are the products of the Higgs
branch operators, whose avor indices have to be symmetrized. The index with a GNO
charge
 
1
2 ;
1
2 ; 0

contains the monopole operator. The rst term x
3=4
t2u8
can be regarded as Z
(see table 4). The index with a GNO charge (1; 1; 0) represents Z2. By summing up these
three sectors we observe exact matching between the magnetic and electric indices.
5.2 (Nf ; NS) = (2; 3)
Let us next consider the 3d N = 2 Spin(7) gauge theory with two vectors and three
spinors (see table 5). In this case, we also have a similar relation between Z3 and Yspin.
Therefore, we expect that the quantum Coulomb branch is one-dimensional although the
(semi-)classical analysis suggested the two-dimensional coordinates. We use the coordinate
Z to parametrize the Coulomb branch. The Higgs branch is described by the following
operators
MQQ := QQ; MSS := S
2 (5.17)
PA1 := SQS; PA2 := SQ
2S: (5.18)
Notice that the spinors and the vectors now can be anti-symmetrized and we omitted the
gamma matrices above for simplicity. The superpotential consistent with all the symme-
tries is
W = Z

det MQQ det MSS + P
2
A1MQQMSS + P
2
A1PA2 + P
2
A2MSS

+ Z; (5.19)
where the last term exists only when we put the theory on S1R3. By integrating out the
Coulomb branch operator, we obtain a 4d quantum constraint.
Let us conrm the validity of the superpotential (5.19). The UV and IR descriptions
yield the same parity anomalies. As in the previous case, we can test the SU(4) Higgs branch
with hMQQ;22i = v2, where the theory reduces to a 3d N = 2 SU(4) gauge theory with one
antisymmetric matter and with three (anti-)fundamental avors. It is not known in the
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SU(4) SU(3) SU(3) U(1) U(1) U(1) U(1)R
A 1 1 1 0 0 RA
Q 1 0 1 1 RQ
~Q 1 0  1 1 RQ
T := A2 1 1 1 2 0 0 2RA
M := Q ~Q 1 0 0 2 2RQ
BA := AQ
2 1 1 1 2 2 RA + 2RQ
BA := A ~Q
2 1 1 1  2 2 RA + 2RQ
YSU(4) 1 1 1  2 0  6 2  2RA   6RQ
Table 6. Quantum numbers for SU(4) with and 3 ( + ).
literature whether this low-energy theory is s-conning or not. However we can show that
this theory indeed exhibits an s-connement phase. Table 6 shows the matter contents and
their quantum numbers of the SU(4) theory. The Coulomb branch YSU(4) corresponds to
the breaking SU(4)! SU(2)U(1)U(1). The non-perturbative superpotential becomes
W = YSU(4)(T det M +MBA BA): (5.20)
In deriving the above, we assumed that the Coulomb branch is one-dimensional. This is
plausible because the theory ows to a theory with one-dimensional Coulomb branch along
the Higgs branch. For instance, when M gets a vev with rank 1, the low-energy theory
becomes a 3d N = 2 SU(3) gauge theory with three (anti-)fundamental avors. This theory
has one Coulomb branch coordinate and is also s-conning [31]. When BA or BA gets an
expectation value, the theory ows to a 3d N = 2 SU(2) with four fundamental matters,
which is again s-conning and has a one-dimensional Coulomb branch. Finally, when T
gets a vev, the theory ows to a 3d N = 2 USp(4) theory with six fundamentals, which is
s-conning and has a one-dimensional Coulomb branch.
We can derive the superpotential (5.20) from (5.19). Since the global symmetry is
enhanced to SU(3) SU(3), we decompose the Higgs branch operators as
MQQ;11 =: T; MSS;ij = Mij +Mji (5.21)
PA;1 =
 
BiA +
B
i
A
vijk(Mjk  Mkj)
!
; P iA;2 = v(B
i
A   BiA): (5.22)
By properly rescaling the Coulomb branch operator Z, we arrive at the SU(4) superpoten-
tial (5.20).
We can also test the G2 Higgs branch hMSS;33i = v2, where the theory reduces to a 3d
N = 2 G2 gauge theory with four fundamental matters, which is s-conning. We can derive
the matter contents and the superpotential of the G2 theory from our superpotential. We
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have to decompose the elds as follows.
MQQ;ij = M
G2
ij (i; j = 1; 2); MSS;ab = M
G2
a+2;b+2 (a; b = 1; 2) (5.23)
PA1 =
 
vMG214  vMG213 B2G2
vMG224  vMG223  B1G2
!
; PA2 = (vB
3
G2 ; vB
4
G2 ; FG2) (5.24)
By substituting these expressions into the superpotential (5.19), the G2 superpotential is
reproduced although unnecessary terms like FG2(M
G2
13 M
G2
24  MG214 MG223 ) are also generated.
Presumably, this is because our description only respects SU(2)  SU(2)  U(1)  SU(4)
of the G2 theory. In the RG ow, these terms are supposed to be suppressed.
Superconformal indices of SU(4) with and 3 ( + ). We start with the index
of the 3d N = 2 SU(4) gauge theory with one anti-symmetric matter and with three (anti-
)fundamental avors. Since the theory is s-conning, the conned description also yields
the same index. The dual index has the contributions from T;M;BA; BA and YSU(4). The
dual index becomes
I
SU(4)
dual = 1+x
1=3
 
9t2+u2

+6t2u
p
x+x2=3

1
t6u2
+45t4+9t2u2+u4

+6t2ux5=6
 
9t2+u2

+x

165t6+
1
t6
+66t4u2+
9
t4u2
+9t2u4+u6

+x7=6

6
t4u
+6t2u
 
45t4+9t2u2+u4

+x4=3

1
t12u4
+495t8+353t6u2+
u2
t6
+66t4u4+
9
t4
+9t2u6+
45
t2u2
+u8

+x3=2

990t8u+326t6u3+54t4u5+
6u
t4
+6t2u7+
48
t2u

+x5=3

1
t12u2
+
9
t10u4
+1287t10+1431t8u2+353t6u4
+
u4
t6
+66t4u6+
9u2
t4
+9t2u8+
57
t2
+u10+
164
u2

+   ; (5.25)
where we set RA = RQ =
1
6 for simplicity. t is a fugacity for the U(1) axial symmetry and
u counts the number of the anti-symmetric tensor. We did not include the fugacity for
U(1) baryon symmetry.
For the electric side, we have to sum up the following sectors up to O(x5=3).
I
(0;0;0)
electric = 1+x
1=3
 
9t2+u2

+6t2u
p
x+x2=3
 
45t4+9t2u2+u4

+x5=6
 
54t4u+6t2u3

+x
 
165t6+66t4u2+9t2u4+u6

+x7=6
 
270t6u+54t4u3+6t2u5

+x4=3
 
495t8+353t6u2+66t4u4+9t2u6+u8

+x3=2
 
990t8u+326t6u3+54t4u5+6t2u7

+x5=3
 
1287t10+1431t8u2+353t6u4+66t4u6+9t2u8+u10

+   (5.26)
I
( 12 ;0;0)
electric =
x2=3
t6u2
+x

1
t6
+
9
t4u2

+
6x7=6
t4u
+x4=3

u2
t6
+
9
t4
+
45
t2u2

+x3=2

6u
t4
+
48
t2u

+x5=3

u4
t6
+
9u2
t4
+
57
t2
+
164
u2

+   (5.27)
I
(1;0;0)
electric =
x4=3
t12u4
+
x5=3
 
9t2+u2

t12u4
+   (5.28)
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The sector with zero GNO charge contains the Higgs branch operators. The second term
x1=3
 
9t2 + u2

corresponds to M and T . The third term 6t2u
p
x is the baryonic operators
BA and BA. The sector with a GNO charge
 
1
2 ; 0; 0

contains the Coulomb branch operator
YSU(4). We observe exact matching of the indices between the electric and magnetic sides.
Superconformal indices of Spin(7) with (Nf ; NS) = (2; 3). Let us also examine
the superconformal indices of the 3d N = 2 Spin(7) gauge theory with (Nf ; NS) = (2; 3),
which is s-conning. First, the magnetic index has the contributions from MQQ, MSS , PA1,
PA2 and Z. The index can be expanded as
Imagnetic = 1+x
1=4
 
3t2+6u2

+6tu2x3=8+
p
x
 
6t4+21t2u2+21u4

+x5=8
 
18t3u2+36tu4

+x3=4

10t6+
1
t4u6
+45t4u2+102t2u4+56u6

+x7=8
 
36t5u2+126t3u4+126tu6

+x

15t8+78t6u2+249t4u4+
6
t4u4
+357t2u6+
3
t2u6
+126u8

+x9=8

60t7u2+270t5u4+542t3u6+
6
t3u4
+336tu8

+x5=4

21t10+120t8u2+462t6u4+1001t4u6+
21
t4u2
+987t2u8+
21
t2u4
+252u10+
6
u6

+x11=8

90t9u2+468t7u4+1284t5u6+1722t3u8+
36
t3u2
+756tu10+
18
tu4

+x3=2

28t12+171t10u2+
1
t8u12
+741t8u4+1998t6u6+3207t4u8
+
56
t4
+2310t2u10+
10t2
u6
+
99
t2u2
+462u12+
45
u4

+   ; (5.29)
where t and u are the fugacities for the U(1)Q and U(1)S symmetries. We set Rf = RS =
1
8
for simplicity.
For the electric side, the index is decomposed into the sectors with dierent GNO
charges. We have to sum up the following sectors up to O(x3=2).
I
(0;0;0)
electric = 1+x
1=4
 
3t2+6u2

+6tu2x3=8+
p
x
 
6t4+21t2u2+21u4

+x5=8
 
18t3u2+36tu4

+x3=4
 
10t6+45t4u2+102t2u4+56u6

+x7=8
 
36t5u2+126t3u4+126tu6

+x
 
15t8+78t6u2+249t4u4+357t2u6+126u8

+2x9=8
 
30t7u2+135t5u4+271t3u6+168tu8

+x5=4
 
21t10+120t8u2+462t6u4+1001t4u6+987t2u8+252u10

+x11=8
 
90t9u2+468t7u4+1284t5u6+1722t3u8+756tu10

+x3=2
 
28t12+171t10u2+741t8u4+1998t6u6+3207t4u8+2310t2u10+462u12

+  
(5.30)
I
( 12 ;
1
2
;0)
electric =
x3=4
t4u6
+x

6
t4u4
+
3
t2u6

+
6x9=8
t3u4
+x5=4

21
t4u2
+
21
t2u4
+
6
u6

+x11=8

36
t3u2
+
18
tu4

+x3=2

56
t4
+
10t2
u6
+
99
t2u2
+
45
u4

+   (5.31)
I
(1;1;0)
electric =
x3=2
t8u12
+   (5.32)
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Spin(7) SU(3) SU(2) U(1)Q U(1)S U(1)R
Q 1 1 0 Rf
S 2N = 8 1 0 1 RS
 Adj: 1 1 0 0 1
 = bNf ;NS 1 1 1 2Nf 2NS 6(Rf   1) + 4(RS   1) + 10
MQQ := QQ 1 1 2 0 2Rf
MSS := SS 1 1 0 2 2RS
PS3 := SQ
3S 1 1 3 2 3Rf + 2RS
PA1 := SQS 1 1 1 2 Rf + 2RS
PA2 := SQ
2S 1  1 2 2 2Rf + 2RS
Z := Y1Y
2
2 Y3 1 1 1  6  4  8  6(Rf   1)  4(RS   1) = 2  6Rf   4RS
Y :=
p
Y1Z (1  3) 1 1 1  3  4  5  3(Rf   1)  4(RS   1) = 2  3Rf   4RS
Table 7. Quantum numbers for (Nf ; NS) = (3; 2).
The sector with zero GNO charge contains the Higgs branch operators. The second term
x1=4
 
3t2 + 6u2

corresponds to the mesons MQQ and MSS . The third term 6tu
2x3=8 repre-
sents PA1 while PA2 appears as 3t
2u2x1=2. The monopole operator is contained in the sector
with a GNO charge
 
1
2 ;
1
2 ; 0

. The rst term x
3=4
t4u6
is identied with the monopole operator
Z. The proceeding terms are regarded as the products between Z and the Higgs branch
operators. By summing up these three sectors, we reproduce the magnetic index (5.29).
5.3 (Nf ; NS) = (3; 2)
Let us move on to the 3d N = 2 Spin(7) gauge theory with three vectors and two spinors.
This case will require two Coulomb branch coordinates even at a quantum level. First, we
enumerate the Higgs branch coordinates.
MQQ := QQ; MSS := S
2 (5.33)
PS3 := SQ
3S; PA1 := SQS; PA2 := SQ
2S (5.34)
Table 7 below shows the matter contents and their quantum numbers. We also listed the
4d dynamical scale and the moduli coordinates.
From the zero-mode counting of the Coulomb branch operators, we expected that there
are two Coulomb branch directions un-lifted. One coordinate would be globally dened
on the whole Weyl chamber, which was denoted by Z, and the other is dened on the
region of 1 > 3, which is Y or Yspin. From various consistency checks, we assume that
these two directions are Z and Y in this case. Being dierent from the other examples,
we cannot nd any simple relation between them (we need to include at least a fractional
power of the Higgs branch operators). Consequently, the two-dimensional coordinates are
necessary for the quantum Coulomb branch of (Nf ; NS) = (3; 2). One can write down the
superpotential consistent with all the symmetries listed in table 7.
W = Z

det MQQ det MSS   det PS3 + P 2A2MQQ  
1
2
P 2A1M
2
QQ

+ Y (PA1PA2  MSSPS3) + Z; (5.35)
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where the last term appears when we put a theory on S1  R3 and it is absent in a 3d
discussion. We can check the validity of this s-connement phase in various ways. First,
remember that the 4d superpotential for (Nf ; NS) = (3; 2) takes the following form [5],
W
(Nf ;NS)=(3;2)
4d = X1

det MQQ det MSS   det PS3 + P 2A2MQQ  
1
2
P 2A1M
2
QQ + 

+X2 (PA1PA2  MSSPS3) (5.36)
and this is easily reproduced by integrating out the two Coulomb branch operators. Second,
we consider the Higgs branch along which the gauge group is broken to G2. This can be
achieved by higgsing the spinorial matter, let's say hMSS;22i = v2. In order to properly
obtain the G2 superpotential we have to rename the elds as
MQQ =:M
G2
ij (i; j 3); MSS;11 =:MG244 ; (5.37)
PA;1 =: 2vM
G2
i4 ; PA;2 =: vB
i
G2 (5.38)
PS3;12 =: vFG2 ; PS3;11 =:
X
i=1;2;3
2BiG2M
G2
i4 +B
4
G2M
G2
44 ; PS3;22 =: v2B4G2; (5.39)
where Y and PS3;11 become massive and integrated out. By substituting these expressions
into the superpotential, we arrive at the G2 superpotential [18].
Next, let us study another Higgs branch hMQQ;33i = v2 along which the Spin(7) group
is broken to SU(4). The low-energy theory becomes a 3d N = 2 SU(4) gauge theory with
two antisymmetric matters and with two (anti-)fundamental avors. This was studied
in [32] (see also [33]). Table 8 shows the matter contents, moduli coordinates and their
quantum numbers. This theory has a two-dimensional Coulomb branch parametrized by
Y and ~Y . These two monopole operators correspond to the breaking SU(4) ! SU(2) 
U(1)U(1) and SU(4)! SU(2) SU(2)U(1) respectively. This theory is known to be
s-conning and the eective superpotential becomes
W = Y (T 2 detM0 + TB B + detM2) + ~Y (M0M2 +B B); (5.40)
where we neglected the relative coecients for simplicity. Since the global symmetries are
enhanced to SU(2) SU(2) SU(2), the elds are decomposed into
MQQ;ij2 =:T; MSS;ii =:M0ii; MSS;12 =:
M0;12+M0;21
2
; (5.41)
PS3;ii =: vM2;ii; PS3;12 =:
v(M2;12+M2;21)
2
; (5.42)
PA;1i =:
Bi+ Bip
2
(i= 1;2); PA;1;3 =
v(M0;12 M0;21)p
2
(5.43)
PA;2;i =:
vij(B  B)jp
2
; PA;2;3 =:
M2;12 M2;21p
2
: (5.44)
By substituting these expressions into the superpotential, we reproduce the superpoten-
tial (5.40).
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SU(4) SU(2) SU(2) SU(2) U(1) U(1) U(1) U(1)R
A 1 1 1 0 0 0
Q 1 1 0 1 1 0
~Q 1 1 0 1  1 0
T := A2 1 1 1 2 0 0 0
M0 := Q ~Q 1 1 0 2 0 0
M2 := QA
2 ~Q 1 1 2 2 0 0
B := AQ2 1 1 1 1 2 2 0
B := A ~Q2 1 1 1 1 2  2 0
Y 1 1 1 1  4  4 0 2
~Y 1 1 1 1  2  4 0 2
Table 8. SU(4) with 2 and 2 ( + ).
Finally, we study the low-energy dynamics along the Coulomb branch. When Y gets a
large expectation value, the gauge group is broken to Spin(5)  U(1). The spinor matters
become massive along this direction while the vector matters still remain massless. We
can introduce the vev for MQQ with rank hMQQi  3 which maximally breaks Spin(5) to
Spin(2). This classical picture can be checked from our superpotential (5.35) by giving the
non-vanishing vev for Y . PA1; PA2; PS3 and MSS become massive and there is no constraint
on MQQ, which is identical to the classical analysis. The classical branch with hZi 6= 0 is
also reproduced via the superpotential (5.35) in the same way.
Superconformal indices. As another non-trivial check of our analysis, we study the
superconformal indices of the 3d N = 2 Spin(7) gauge theory with (Nf ; NS) = (3; 2).
Since the dual description has no gauge group, the index is simple and expanded as
Idual=1+x
1=3

1
t6u4
+6t2+3u2

+3tu2
p
x+x2=3

1
t12u8
+
3
t6u2
+
6
t4u4
+21t4+21t2u2+6u4

+x5=6

3
t5u2
+
1
t3u4
+21t3u2+9tu4

+x

1
t18u12
+
3
t12u6
+
6
t10u8
+56t6+
6
t6
+81t4u2
+
21
t4u2
+51t2u4+
21
t2u4
+10u6

+x7=6

3
t11u6
+
1
t9u8
+81t5u2+
9
t5
+71t3u4+
21
t3u2
+18tu6+
6
tu4

+x4=3

1
t24u16
+
3
t18u10
+
6
t16u12
+
6
t12u4
+
21
t10u6
+
21
t8u8
+126t8+231t6u2+
10u2
t6
+231t4u4
+
51
t4
+96t2u6+
81
t2u2
+15u8+
56
u4

+   ; (5.45)
where t and u are the fugacities for the U(1)Q and U(1)S symmetries. We set Rf = RS =
1
6
for simplicity.
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Next, let us consider the index on the electric side for each GNO charge. We start
with the sector with zero GNO charge.
I
(0;0;0)
electric = 1+x
1=3
 
6t2+3u2

+3tu2
p
x+x2=3
 
21t4+21t2u2+6u4

+x5=6
 
21t3u2+9tu4

+x
 
56t6+81t4u2+51t2u4+10u6

+x7=6
 
81t5u2+71t3u4+18tu6

+x4=3
 
126t8+231t6u2+231t4u4+96t2u6+15u8

+x3=2
 
231t7u2+300t5u4+160t3u6+30tu8

+x5=3
 
252t10+546t8u2+746t6u4+486t4u6+156t2u8+21u10

+3tx11=6
 
182t8u2+305t6u4+250t4u6+96t2u8+15u10

+   (5.46)
This sector contains only the Higgs branch operators. MQQ;MSS ; PS3; PA1 and PA2 appear
as 6t2x1=3; 3u2x1=3; 3t3u2x5=6; 3tu2x1=2 and 3t2u2x2=3 respectively. These are consistent
with our analysis (see table 7). The next contribution is a sector with a GNO charges 
1
2 ;
1
2 ; 0

.
I
( 12 ;
1
2
;0)
electric
=
x1=3
t6u4
+x2=3

3
t6u2
+
6
t4u4

+x5=6

3
t5u2
+
1
t3u4

+x

6
t6
+
21
t4u2
+
21
t2u4

+x7=6

9
t5
+
21
t3u2
+
6
tu4

+x4=3

10u2
t6
+
51
t4
+
81
t2u2
+
56
u4

+x3=2

18u2
t5
+
68
t3
+
21t
u4
+
81
tu2

+x5=3

15u4
t6
+
96u2
t4
+
126t2
u4
+
216
t2
+
231
u2

+x11=6

30u4
t5
+
56t3
u4
+
152u2
t3
+
231t
u2
+
270
t

+x2

21u6
t6
+
156u4
t4
+
252t4
u4
+
441u2
t2
+
546t2
u2
+650

+   (5.47)
This sector contains two Coulomb branch operators. From table 7, the rst term x
1=3
t6u4
is
identied with the operator Z. The other operator Y also appears in this sector as x
5=6
t3u4
.
The GNO charge (or the vev of Z) breaks the gauge group to Spin(3)  U(2). Under
this breaking, the vector matters supply a 3 representation of Spin(3). Consequently, Y is
understood also as Y  Zt3x1=2  ZQ3, where ZQ3 is regarded as the product with the
monopole and the Spin(3) baryon. We cannot UV-complete Q3 into a gauge invariant oper-
ator in terms of the UV elementary elds. Therefore, we need two monopole operators for
the quantum Coulomb moduli. Up to O(x2), we have to also include the following sectors.
I
(1;1;0)
electric=
x2=3
t12u8
+x

3
t12u6
+
6
t10u8

+x7=6

3
t11u6
+
1
t9u8

+x4=3

6
t12u4
+
21
t10u6
+
21
t8u8

+x3=2

9
t11u4
+
21
t9u6
+
6
t7u8

+x5=3

10
t12u2
+
51
t10u4
+
81
t8u6
+
56
t6u8

+x11=6

18
t11u2
+
68
t9u4
+
81
t7u6
+
21
t5u8

+x2

15
t12
+
96
t10u2
+
216
t8u4
+
231
t6u6
+
126
t4u8

+   (5.48)
I
( 32 ;
3
2
;0)
electric =
x
t18u12
+x4=3

3
t18u10
+
6
t16u12

+x3=2

3
t17u10
+
1
t15u12

+x5=3

6
t18u8
+
21
t16u10
+
21
t14u12

+x11=6

9
t17u8
+
21
t15u10
+
6
t13u12

+x2

10
t18u6
+
51
t16u8
+
81
t14u10
+
56
t12u12

+   (5.49)
I
(2;2;0)
electric=
x4=3
t24u16
+x5=3

3
t24u14
+
6
t22u16

+x11=6

3
t23u14
+
1
t21u16

+x2

6
t24u12
+
21
t22u14
+
21
t20u16

+  
(5.50)
I
( 52 ;
5
2
;0)
electric =
x5=3
t30u20
+
3x2
 
2t2+u2

t30u20
+   ; I(3;3;0)electric=
x2
t36u24
+   ; I(1;0;0)electric=
x5=3
t6u8
+
6x2
t4u8
+   ;
I
(3=2;1=2;0)
electric =
x2
t12u12
+   : (5.51)
These indices are consistent with the index of the dual side (5.45).
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SU(4)Q U(1)Q U(1)S U(1)R
 = bNf ;NS 1 8 2 8(Rf   1) + 2(RS   1) + 10 = 8Rf + 2RS
MQQ := QQ 2 0 2Rf
MSS := SS 1 0 2 2RS
P := SQ3S  3 2 3Rf + 2RS
R := SQ4S 1 4 2 4Rf + 2RS
Z := Y1Y
2
2 Y3 1  8  2  8  2(RS   1)  8(Rf   1) = 2  8Rf   2RS
Yspin := Y1Z (1  3) 1  8  4  10  8(Rf   1)  4(RS   1) = 2  8Rf   4RS
Table 9. Quantum numbers for (Nf ; NS) = (4; 1).
5.4 (Nf ; NS) = (4; 1)
In this subsection, we will investigate the 3d N = 2 Spin(7) gauge theory with four vectors
and one spinor. In order to describe the Higgs branch of the moduli space, we need to
dene the following gauge invariant operators
MQQ := QQ; MSS := SS (5.52)
P := SQ3S; R := SQ4S: (5.53)
Notice that only the symmetric product of the spinor is available. The theory has the
SU(4) U(1)Q  U(1)S  U(1)R global symmetries. Table 9 shows the quantum numbers
of the moduli coordinates.
From the analysis of the Coulomb branch corresponding to the semi-classical
monopoles, one might expect that two-dimensional subspace of the classical Coulomb mod-
uli remains at and these are parametrized by Z and Yspin. In this case, however one can
identify these two Coulomb branch operators as Z  YspinMSS . Therefore it is plausi-
ble to expect that the quantum Coulomb branch is one-dimensional. The superpotential
consistent with all the symmetries takes
W = Yspin[M
2
SS det MQQ + P
2MQQ  R2] + YspinMSS ; (5.54)
where the term proportional to  is generated by a KK-monopole and absent in a 3d limit.
Originally the KK-monopole contribution is Z but now it is expressed in terms of Yspin.
We can easily check the parity anomaly matching between the UV theory and the IR
description (5.54). One might consider that the quantum Coulomb branch is described by
Y instead of Yspin. However, in this case, we cannot satisfy the parity anomaly matching
for kU(1)RU(1)R . By integrating out the Coulomb branch Yspin, we reproduce the 4d result
with a single quantum constraint [5]
M2SS det MQQ + P
2MQQ  R2 + MSS = 0: (5.55)
Therefore, the identication, Z  YspinMSS , properly reduces the 3d result to the 4d
constraint. Let us check the complex mass deformation for the spinorial matter, which
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leads to the 3d N = 2 Spin(7) gauge theory with four vector matters. The superpotential
becomes
W = Yspin[M
2
SS det MQQ + P
2MQQ  R2] +mMSS (5.56)
and the equations of motion for MSS ; P and R are
m+ 2YspinMSS detMQQ = 0; (5.57)
YspinPMQQ = 0; (5.58)
RYspin = 0; (5.59)
which lead to P i = R = 0 and MSS is integrated out. The low-energy superpotential
results in
W =
1
Yspin detMQQ
: (5.60)
This is consistent with the observation in [17] with modication of the Coulomb branch
operator. This dierence is due to the fact that we deal with not an SO(7) group but a
Spin(7) group.
Next, we will test the Higgs branch. When the spinor gets a vev hMSSi = v2, the
gauge group is broken to G2. The low-energy limit becomes a 3d N = 2 G2 gauge theory
with four fundamentals from the vector matters. Under the breaking we have the following
identication between the Spin(7) and G2 theories
P i =: v2BiG2 ; R =: vFG2 ; Yspinv
2 =: ZG2 : (5.61)
The superpotential reduces to
W = ZG2

detMQQ   F 2 +BMQQB

; (5.62)
which is precisely the G2 superpotential observed in [18].
Let us consider the dierent direction of the Higgs branch hMQQ;44i = v2, along which
the gauge group is broken as Spin(7)! SU(4). The low-energy theory becomes a 3d N = 2
SU(4) gauge theory with three antisymmetric matters and one (anti-)fundamental avor.
Since the UV theory is s-conning, the low-energy SU(4) theory is also conning. We can
directly show that this theory indeed exhibits an s-connement phase. Table 10 shows the
matter contents of the SU(4) theory and their quantum numbers.
From the classical analysis of the SU(4) Coulomb brach (see [32, 34]), one might expect
that there are two types of Coulomb branch corresponding to
Y $
0BBB@

0
0
 
1CCCA ; Y^ $
0BBB@


 
 
1CCCA : (5.63)
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SU(4) SU(3) U(1) U(1)B U(1)A U(1)R
A 1 0 0 RA
Q 1 0 1 1 RQ
~Q 1 0 1  1 RQ
T := A2 = Pf A 1 2 0 0 2RA
M0 := Q ~Q 1 1 0 2 0 2RQ
M2 := QA
2 ~Q 1 2 2 0 2RA + 2RQ
B := QA3Q 1 1 3 2 2 3RA + 2RQ
B := ~QA3 ~Q 1 1 3 2  2 3RA + 2RQ
Y 1 1  6  2 0 2  2RQ   6RA
Y^ 1 1  6  4 0 2  4RQ   6RA
Table 10. SU(4) with 3 and ( + ).
However, table 10 suggests that these two variables are related as Y  Y^ M0: Consequently
the quantum Coulomb branch becomes one-dimensional. We obtain the conning super-
potential
W = Y^ (T 3M20 + TM
2
2 +B B): (5.64)
One can ow to this superpotential also from the UV description of (5.54). In order to
show this, we have to rename the elds as follows
MQQ;ij =: T (i; j = 1; 2; 3); MSS =: M0 (5.65)
P i=1;2;3 =: vM2; P
i=4 =:
B + B
2
; R =:
v(B   B)
2
: (5.66)
By substituting these expressions, we reproduce the superpotential (5.64).
Finally, we study the mixed branch of the Spin(7) theory with (Nf ; NS) = (4; 1), where
we turn on the vevs both for the Coulomb and Higgs branches. Let us rst consider the
clasical picture of the mixed branch. When Yspin gets a non-zero vev, the gauge group
is broken to Spin(5)  Spin(2) = Spin(5)  U(1). Along the Coulomb branch, we can
further turn on hMQQi with rank hMQQi  4 while hMSSi should be zero since spinor
matters are all massive along the Yspin direction. On the other hand, when Z gets a vev,
the gauge group is broken to Spin(3)  U(2). Along this direction, the Higgs branch with
hMSSi 6= 0 and rank hMQQi  3 is available. In our quantum description (5.54), we can
turn on the non-zero vevs for Yspin and MSS . For Yspin 6= 0 and MSS = 0, we nd that
rank hMQQi = 4 and P = R = 0 solve the equations of motion, which is consistent with the
classical analysis. For Yspin 6= 0 and MSS 6= 0, we obtain a solution with rank hMQQi = 3.
At rst sight, this is inconsistent with the classical analysis of the Yspin direction. However,
this can be identied with the classical picture of the Z direction and we nd the relation
between hYspinMSSi and hZi. This also conrms our prediction Z  YspinMSS .
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Superconformal indices of SU(4) with 3 and ( + ). Let us rst study the
superconformal indices of the 3d N = 2 SU(4) gauge theory with three antisymmetric
matters and with one (anti-)fundamental avor. Since the theory is s-conning, the index
must be equivalent to the index of the dual description with T;M0;M2; B; B and Y^ (not
including Y ). The full index (or the index on the magnetic side) is
Imag=1+x
1=3

1
t4u6
+t2+6u2

+x2=3

1
t8u12
+
6
t4u4
+t4+
1
t2u6
+9t2u2+21u4

+2t2u3x5=6
+x

1
t12u18
+
6
t8u10
+
1
t6u12
+t6+9t4u2+
21
t4u2
+39t2u4+
9
t2u4
+56u6+
1
u6

+2t2u3x7=6
 
t2+6u2

+x4=3

1
t16u24
+
6
t12u16
+
1
t10u18
+
21
t8u8
+t8+
9
t6u10
+9t6u2+
1
u12
+56
t4
+45t4u4+t2

119u6+
1
u6

+
36
t2u2
+126u8+
9
u4

+   ; (5.67)
where t represents the U(1) charge of the (anti-)fundamental matters and u counts the
anti-symmetric matters. We set RA = RQ =
1
6 for simplicity.
Next, we show the index for each GNO charge. The important sectors are only listed
below.
I
(0;0;0)
electric = 1+x
1=3
 
t2+6u2

+x2=3
 
t4+9t2u2+21u4

+2t2u3x5=6
+x
 
t6+9t4u2+39t2u4+56u6

+x7=6
 
2t4u3+12t2u5

+x4=3
 
t8+9t6u2+45t4u4+119t2u6+126u8

+x3=2
 
2t6u3+18t4u5+42t2u7

+x5=3
 
t10+9t8u2+45t6u4+157t4u6+294t2u8+252u10

+x11=6
 
2t8u3+18t6u5+78t4u7+112t2u9

+x2
 
t12+9t10u2+45t8u4+167t6u6+432t4u8+630t2u10+462u12 11+   ;
(5.68)
I
( 12 ;0;0)
electric =
x2=3
t2u6
+x

9
t2u4
+
1
u6

+x4=3

t2
u6
+
36
t2u2
+
9
u4

+x5=3

t4
u6
+
9t2
u4
+
100
t2
+
36
u2

+x2

t6
u6
+
9t4
u4
+
36t2
u2
+
225u2
t2
+100

+   ; (5.69)
I
( 12 ;
1
2
;  1
2)
electric =
x1=3
t4u6
+
6x2=3
t4u4
+
21x
t4u2
+
56x4=3
t4
+
126u2x5=3
t4
+
252u4x2
t4
+   : (5.70)
The sector with zero GNO charge contains the Higgs branch operators. The second term
x1=3
 
t2 + 6u2

represents the mesons M0 and T . The third term x
2=3
 
t4 + 9t2u2 + 21u4

contains M20 ; T
2;M0T and M2. The fourth term corresponds to the baryonic operators B
and B. The sector with a GNO charge
 
1
2 ; 0; 0

classically represents the Coulomb branch
operator Y as x
2=3
t2u6
, which is not a quantum Coulomb branch operator. In this sector,
the gauge group is broken to SU(2)  U(1)  U(1). Therefore, the BPS scalar states are
YM0 and Y A
2 where M0 and A
2 are constructed from the elds not interacting with the
monopole background. Hence Y A2 contains the nine contributions 9x
t2u4
while T := A2
has six components. Quantum mechanically, these nine contributions are decomposed into
Y^ M0T and Y^ M2. This observation is very consistent with our prediction Y  Y^ M0. The
sector with a GNO charge
 
1
2 ;
1
2 ; 12

contains the genuine Coulomb branch operator Y^ as
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x1=3
t4u6
and this is consistent with table 10. Since the gauge group is broken to SU(2)SU(2)
U(1) in this sector, we cannot take a product between Y^ and the (anti-)fundamental elds
which are all charged under the U(1). Therefore the proceeding terms are identied with
Y^ Tn. By summing up all the other sectors contributing to the lower orders in the index
we reproduce the full index (5.67).
Superconformal indices of Spin(7) with (Nf ; Nc) = (4; 1). We also discuss the
superconformal indices for the 3d N = 2 Spin(7) theory with (Nf ; Nc) = (4; 1). Since
the theory is s-conning, the full index should be equivalent to the index of the dual
description (5.54) without the last term. The R-charges of the elementary chiral superelds
are all set to be Rf = RS =
1
8 . The full index is given by
I
(Nf ;NS)=(4;1)
magnetic = 1+x
1=4
 
10t2+u2

+
p
x

1
t8u4
+55t4+10t2u2+u4

+4t3u2x5=8
+x3=4

220t6+56t4u2+10t2u4+
10t2+u2
t8u4
+u6

+4t3u2x7=8
 
10t2+u2

+x

1
t16u8
+715t8+
1
t8
+230t6u2+
10
t6u2
+56t4u4+
55
t4u4
+10t2u6+u8

+4t3u2x9=8

1
t8u4
+55t4+10t2u2+u4

+x5=4

1
t16u6
+
10
t14u8
+2002t10+770t8u2+
u2
t8
+240t6u4+
10
t6
+ 56t4u6+
55
t4u2
+10t2u8+
220
t2u4
+u10

+   ; (5.71)
where t and u are the fugacities for the U(1)Q and U(1)S symmetries.
The index is decomposed into the sectors with dierent GNO charges on the electric
side. Since the Spin(7) gauge group is considered, the following sectors are necessary up
to O(x5=4).
I
(0;0;0)
electric = 1+x
1=4
 
10t2+u2

+
p
x
 
55t4+10t2u2+u4

+4t3u2x5=8
+x3=4
 
220t6+56t4u2+10t2u4+u6

+x7=8
 
40t5u2+4t3u4

+x
 
715t8+230t6u2+56t4u4+10t2u6+u8

+4x9=8
 
55t7u2+10t5u4+t3u6

+x5=4
 
2002t10+770t8u2+240t6u4+56t4u6+10t2u8+u10

+   (5.72)
I
( 12 ;
1
2
;0)
electric =
x3=4
t8u2
+x

1
t8
+
10
t6u2

+
4x9=8
t5u2
+x5=4

u2
t8
+
10
t6
+
55
t4u2

+   ; (5.73)
I
(1;0;0)
electric =
p
x
t8u4
+
10x3=4
t6u4
+
55x
t4u4
+
220x5=4
t2u4
+   ; (5.74)
I
(2;0;0)
electric =
x
t16u8
+
10x5=4
t14u8
+   ; I(
3
2
; 1
2
;0)
electric =
x5=4
t16u6
+   : (5.75)
The summation of these indices precisely matches the index (5.71) on the magnetic side.
The index with a GNO charge (1; 0; 0) explains the monopole operator Yspin whose R-chrage
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is 12 . This sector breaks the gauge group to Spin(5)  U(1). The spinor matters are all
charged under this U(1). Therefore, the BPS scalar states do not contain the spinorial
elds on the Yspin background. The second term
10x3=4
t6u4
only includes YspinMQQ. How-
ever one can generally consider the products of the chiral superelds Yspin and MSS in
the chiral ring. These are contained in the sector with a GNO chaerge
 
1
2 ;
1
2 ; 0

. This
sector corresponds to the operator Z  YspinMSS . The second term x
 
1
t8
+ 10
t6u2

is re-
garded as Z(MSS +MQQ)  Yspin(M2SS +MSSMQQ). The third term 4x
9=8
t5u2
corresponds to
ZQ3  YspinSSQ3  YspinP . This is again consistent with our prediction Z  YspinMSS .
6 Summary and discussion
In this paper, we investigated the 3d N = 2 supersymmetric Spin(7) gauge theories
with spinorial and vectorial matters. The 3d N = 2 Spin(7) gauge theory with only
the spinor matters has the one-dimensional (quantum) Coulomb branch parametrized by
Z. For NS  3, we found no stable SUSY vacuum. For NS = 4, the Higgs branch
and the Coulomb branch are merged. For NS = 5, the theory is s-conning. For the
theory with both spinors and vectors, the Coulomb branch becomes two-dimensional at
least semi-classically and needs two coordinates Z and Y (or Yspin). However, sometimes
we can relate these two coordinates quantum-mechanically by taking the product of the
Higgs and Coulomb branch coordinates. If this is possible, the Coulomb branch becomes
one-dimensional. Especially we focused on the s-connement phases which appear for
(Nf ; NS) = (0; 5); (1; 4); (2; 3); (3; 2) and (4; 1). We found and tested various s-connement
phases for the Spin(7) theories. As a byproduct, we could obtain the s-connement phases
for the 3d N = 2 SU(4) gauge theories with n anti-symmetric matters and with 4   n
(anti-)fundamental avors. For n = 1; 3, the s-connement phases were not known in the
literature. We also tested the validity of our analysis by computing the superconformal
indices. The indices are perfectly consistent with our prediction on the Coulomb branch
coordinates and also consistent with the s-connement phases which we found.
In this paper, we expected that two-dimensional coordinates are semi-classically de-
scribed by Z and Y (or Z and Yspin). Since the Z coordinate is globally dened without
depending on the sign of 1 3, it is plausible to expect that Z is necessary in any cases.
However we could not nd a priori way for choosing Y or Yspin for the description of the
remaining Coulomb branch. Just from various consistencies (including the SCI calculation,
parity anomaly matching, deformations), we decided which one is more appropriate. For
instance, Z and Y are presumably the natural coordinates for (Nf ; NS) = (3; 2) while Z
and Yspin are chosen for (Nf ; NS) = (4; 1) and Z was equivalent to YspinMSS . However,
these decisions and reasoning were not conclusive. It would be nice if we gain a clear
understanding of the quantum Coulomb branch.
It is interesting to study 3d N = 2 Spin(N) (N > 7) theories with vector matters and
with spinor matters. In the case of Spin(2N) groups, two types of spinor representations
are available. Hence the phase diagrams would be more richer than the Spin(2N+1) cases.
We will soon come back to this generalization elsewhere.
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It is worth searching for Seiberg dual descriptions for the 3d N = 2 Spin(7) gauge
theories with spinorial matters. In 4d, the dual theory has an SU(NS   4) gauge group
with NS anti-fundamental matters and with a matter in a symmetric representation. When
we naively put a dual theory on a circle, the resulting Coulomb branch would be more
than one-dimensional because a symmetric tensor divides the (classical) Coulomb branch.
Furthermore the Coulomb branch operators are dressed by Higgs branch operators [34]
because the matter contents are \chiral" in a 4d sense. Deriving the 3d duality from the
4d duality becomes very complicated in this case. We don't have any simple 3d dual to the
Spin(7) now but would like to report some progresses along this direction in the near future.
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